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Abstract 

Digital Image Processing is rapidly growing area in the field of engineering, various new technologies had been 
emerging for image acquisition, registration and processing. There is increasing demand for more clear and realistic 
images, which contain every fine aspect of the scene that is to be captured. Depending upon the requirement various 
operations such as image de-noising, filtering, feature extraction, segmentation, compression are performed based on 
some mathematical, logical algorithms. Image fusion is also an example of such kind. 

Image fusion is technique of merging of two images to form single image; resulted image would contain much 
of the information of the scene. Mathematical transforms viz. wavelet and curvelet are being used in fusion 
techniques. The concept of image fusion and its different techniques are highlighted in this paper. In addition to this, 
they are compared based on various performance metrics. 
 
Keywords: Image Fusion, Spatial and Transform domain techniques, Performance metrics. 

1. Introduction 

Image fusion is the process of combining two or more images of the same scene with different focus planes 
which results in the more detail information about the scene or different scenes [6]. It is technique which results into 
sparse representation, and more clear pictures. Generally, image fusion technique is employed for combining 
number of images of same scene or object known as 'multifocus image fusion'. Need of this technique arises due to 
the limitations of focal depth of optical imaging devices. Any device is capable of focusing on particular object of 
scene hence all other image is get blurred. Solution for the above stated problem is given by multifocus image 
fusion. In which all the objects in a scene get focused by more than one image then merging them to form a 
synthetic image which would contain every fine aspect of scene [13]. 

Besides combining images of same scene one can combine images of different scenes. Generally, Image Fusion 
techniques can be classified as: [5] [7] 
1. Spatial domain based 
2. Transform domain based 

Details of above are discussed in second and third section respectively. Another way of classifying the 
techniques is based on the processing level at which fusion takes place, shown in fig.1. They are as follows:  
1. Signal level 
2. Feature level 
3. Decision level 
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In signal level techniques, fusion takes place at pixel level i.e. very basic element of image. Averaging, 
maximum select are the some examples of this method. In feature level, part of images or an object is extracted then 
they are fused again all the objects are assembled to form complete image. Decision level image fusion is performed 
at highest level. It represents fusion of probabilistic decision information obtained by local decisionmakers operating 
on the results of feature level processing on image data produced from individual sensors [2] [14].  

 
Figure 1. Classification of fusion techniques based on processing level 

Including first chapter this paper contains five sections; second section deals with Spatial domain techniques 
whereas transform domain methods are discussed in third section. Performance metrics and comparison are included 
in successive section. Paper is concluded at the end. 

2. Spatial Domain Techniques 

In this type of technique, fusion takes place in spatial domain. These techniques exploit the intensity values of 
the images. As compared with transform domain techniques they are simple. Some of the popular techniques are 
discussed below: 

2.1 Methods based on Arithmetic functions: 

A. Simple Maximum select: Highly focused image is composed of high values of intensities; this principle 
can be used for fusion of two images. Two images are compared with pixel by pixel pertaining to their 
intensity values and greater one is assigned to each pixel. Mathematically it is given by: 

F (i,j) = max{X(i,j), Y(i,j)} (1) 

        This is not the precise method of fusion, which can be regarded as just approximation to fusion. 

B. Simple Averaging: It is well documented fact that the pixel intensity values can be improved by simple 
arithmetic average of all the registered images. Which can be mathematically given by: 

                              

Z�i, j� = 1N	� P�i, j���
��  

(2) 
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But in this method all the pixels are given equal weights, edges boundaries which have more information 
are treated same as the redundant information. This drawback can be eliminated by using weighted aggregation of 
images which is given by: 

Z�i, j� = ∑ W�i, j�I�i, j����∑ W�i, j����  
(3) 

Where ‘Wn (i,j)’ is weight factor and ‘In’  are no. of images to be fused. In spite of all this modification, 
there are drawbacks, as this method works well with the pixels; unwanted changes are obtained in some pixels 
which should not be affected at all. 

2.2 Spatial frequency Method: It events overall intensity deviations of the image. For an image P of size ‘X’ by 
‘Y’, ‘P (i,j)’ being intensity values at position ‘(i,j)’, its spatial frequency is given by [11]:  

�. �. = ��. �� + �. �� 
(4) 

Where R.F. is row frequency, given by 

R. F. = � 1XY��[P�i, j� − P�i, j − 1�]�$
%��

&
'��  

(5) 

C.F. is column frequency, given by 

C. F.= � 1XY��[P�i, j� − P�i − 1, j�]�$
%��

&
'��  

(6) 

It is well documented fact that; as image is subjected to more blurring its spatial frequency reduces. Thus, 
spatial frequency can be utilized to reflect image clearness. This algorithm is styled as shown in fig.2. Here, for the 
sake of simplicity only two images are considered although it can be extended forthrightly for multiple images. 

i. As shown in fig, complete image is disintegrated into image blocks of uniform size say ‘X by Y’. Let ‘An’, 
‘B n’  designate the nth block of images A and B respectively.  

ii.  Next step is to compute the spatial frequency of each block; let ‘SFn
A’ and ‘SFn

B’ denotes the spatial 
frequency of blocks ‘An’ and ‘Bn’ respectively. 

iii.  Two blocks are compared with respect to their spatial frequency from which corresponding block of fused 
image is constructed as follows: 

Fn = )*+																				��+, >	��+. + /ℎ							1+																				��+, <	��+. − /ℎ							,34	53� 																						67ℎ89:;<8  

(7) 

Where ‘Th’ is the user defined intensity threshold. 

iv. Fused blocks are integrated by 3*3 sized windowed majority filter. This filter compares central block with 
neighboring blocks and assign respective intensity. E.g. if the central block is of type B and neighboring 
majority blocks are of type A then this filter replaces central block with A. 
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This algorithm is simple and hence more often it is implemented in real time applications. But 
there is further scope on the issues of block selection and threshold. 

 
Figure 2.  Image fusion by spatial frequency 

3. Transform domain Techniques: 

As name indicates, these methods are based on some mathematical transforms, e.g. discrete cosine, Wavelet, 
Curvelet. When an image is subjected to any transform, it is decomposed into its sub band components which may 
be regarded as frequency domain or wavelet domain. So this type of technique is also termed as ‘Multiresolution 
analyses’. All transform domain techniques can be realized by a generic scheme given in fig.3. [13] The figure 
depicts that Images which are to be fused undergo some mathematical transform. The outcome of transformation is 
the coefficients which are to be used for fusion. For the fusion some criteria is fixed which may be regarded as 
‘fusion rule’ e.g. maximum, minimum, mean, rand [3]. These block compares the coefficients and based upon fusion 
method it yields fused coefficients. Inverse transformation is applied to get synthetic, fused image in spatial domain. 
Note that image fusion in transform domain needs nearly perfect reconstruction of the spatial domain information. 

 
Figure 3. Generic scheme of Image fusion using Transform 

Now a day’s many mathematical transforms are available viz. Wavelet, Curvelet, Contourlet, Ridgelet, which 
can be used in Image processing. Out of which Wavelet transform is most widely used due to its inherent nature of 
representing the signal in space-frequency domain. Image fusion using Wavelet transform and curvelet transform are 
discussed below: 
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3.1 Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based Image Fusion: 

Wavelets are finite duration oscillatory functions with zero average value. They have finite energy. They are 
suited for analysis of transient signal. The irregularity and good localization properties make them better basis for 
analysis of signals with discontinuities. Wavelets can be described by using two functions viz. the scaling function f 
(t), also known as “Father Wavelet” and the wavelet function or “Mother Wavelet”. Mother wavelet (t) undergoes 
translation and scaling operations to give self-similar wavelet families as given by Equation [12]. 

ψ>?�τ, s� = 1√sCx�t�. ψ�t − τs � dt	 (8) 

Note that equation (8) represents continues wavelet transform however for real time applications discrete 
wavelet transform is used. 

For the signal, DWT can be implemented by means of ‘subband coding’ and it is forthrightly extended for 
images which can be regarded as ‘2-D DWT implementation’. Subband coding makes use of low pass filter (H1) and 
high pass filter (H0) initially, subband coding is applied on rows then on columns as shown in fig.4. After one level 
of decomposition, there will be four frequency bands, namely Low-Low (LL), Low-High (LH), High-Low (HL) and 
High-High (HH). The next level decomposition is just applied to the LL band of the current decomposition stage, 
which forms a recursive decomposition procedure. Thus, N-level decomposition will finally have 3N+1 different 
frequency bands, which include 3N high frequency bands and just one LL frequency band [9]. 

 
Figure 4 Filter bank structure of the DWT Analysis 

For fusion the generic scheme has been adopted as detailed in fig.3. It can be implemented either of two 
ways as shown in fig.5, either corresponding pixels or a fixed sized window can be compared. This type of 
algorithm can be easily realized in Matlab [3]. The main advantage of this method is that it is relatively simple than 
other transform based methods and it removes artefacts if any. Moreover better resolution, signal to noise ratio can 
be achieved by DWT. In spite of all these advantages, there are some shortcomings such as less directional 
sensitivity, DWT can’t represent edges faithfully [10]. So there is scope of improvement. 
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Figure 5. DWT based image fusion 
 

3.2 Image fusion based on curvelet transform: 

To overcome the drawbacks of the wavelets new transform has been emerged and esteemed; it is highly 
directional transform which results in better edge representation. The key principle of this transform is that, it makes 
use of parabolic scaling function which adopts the relation G8HI7ℎ� 	~	:;K7ℎ. [10]. This technique also practices the 
generic scheme as shown in fig.3. The mere difference is in implementation of curvelet transform. The software for 
this transform is available http://www.curvelet.org. [1] 

 
4. Performance metrics: 

Image Quality is a characteristic of an image that measures the perceived image degradation (typically, 
compared to an ideal or perfect image). Imaging systems like the fusion algorithm may introduce some amounts of 
distortion or artefacts in the signal, so the quality assessment is an important problem. Image Quality assessment 
methods can be broadly classified into two categories: Full Reference Methods (FR) and No Reference Method 
(NR). In FR, the quality of an image is measure in comparison with a reference image which is assumed to be 
perfect in quality. NR methods do not employ a reference image. The image qualities metrics considered and 
implemented here fall in the FR category. In the following subsections, we discuss the SSIM and some other image 
quality metrics implemented to assess the quality of our fused image. There are following image quality metrics: [4]  

A. Entropy (EN): Entropy is used to evaluate the information quantity contained in an image. The higher 
value of entropy implies that the fused image is better than the reference image. Entropy is defined as: [8] 

LM = −�NO log� NOST�
O�U  

 
 

(9) 

Where L = total of grey labels, P = P0, P1, P2……..PL-1 is the probability distribution of each labels. 

B. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR): The ratio between maximum possible power of the signal to the 
power of the corrupting noise that creates distortion of image. The peak signal to noise ratio can be 
represented as [4] 
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N�M��K1� = 20 log 255√3ZM[∑ ∑ \*O] − 1O]^�_]��Ò��
 

 
 

(10) 
 
 

 Where A- fused image, B- perfect image, i- pixel row index, j-pixel column index, M, N- Number 
of rows and columns respectively. 

C. Mean Squared Error (MSE): Mean square error is a measure of image quality index. The large value of 
mean square means that image is a poor quality. Mean square error between the reference image and the 
fused image is [8] 

Z�L = 1ZM��\*O] − 1O]^�_
]��

`
O��  

(11) 

D. Structural similarity index measure (SSIM): The Structural similarity index measures follows that a 
measure of structural information change can provide a good approximation to perceived image distortion. 
The SSIM compares local patterns of pixel intensities that have been normalized such as luminance and 
contrast. It is an improved version of traditional methods like PSNR and MSE. The SSIM index is a 
decimal value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 would mean zero correlation with the original image, and 1 
means the exact same image. [4] 

For the set of images shown in fig. 6 (where a) in left focused and b) is right focused image), above 
discussed techniques are applied and they are compared with respect to PSNR and EN as shown in table1. 

                                       

  a)                                                                                                b) 

Figure 6. Set of images to be fused 

 

 

 

Table 1. Comparison of fusion techniques 

Sr. 

no. 

Fusion  

technique 

Domain Measuring 

parameters 

Advantages Disadvantages 
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1 Simple average spatial PSNR-25.48 

EN-7.22 

His is simplest 

method of image 

fusion 

Does not give 

guarantee to have a 

clear objects from 

set of images. 

2 Simple 

maximum 

spatial PSNR-26.86 

EN-7.20 

Resulting in 

highly focused 

image output 

obtained from the 

input image  

Affected by blurring 

effect which directly 

effect on the 

contrast. 

4 DWT transform PSNR-54.06 

EN-7.42 

Minimizes 

spectral 

distortions, better 

SNR 

Less spatial 

resolution. Edges 

information may be 

lost. 

5 CT transform PSNR-30.08 

EN-7.16 

Image edges are 

represented 

efficiently. 

Challenged with 

small features, 

image details. 

5. Conclusion: 

Note that for spatial domain techniques PSNR values are significantly smaller than that of transform 
domain techniques. Entropy values are almost same.  Spatial domain techniques can’t preserve the frequency 
information of image and vice versa in case of transform domain techniques. Smaller values of PSNR in case of 
spatial domain techniques reveals that fused image may have more noise content than that of transform domain 
techniques. Wavelet transform has been esteemed because of its ability of multilevel decomposition of image, 
which provides best approximation in image details of fused images. Recently new transform curvelet is being 
utilized for image fusion, as shown in table1, PSNR of this technique is less compared to wavelet but edge 
information is preserved [10]. 

From above discussion we can accomplish that each technique has some merits and demerits which 
promotes scope for the further development. Spatial domain techniques need less memory for implementation 
than that of transform based technique as it eradicates processing of data at various scales or levels (e.g. 2-level, 
4-level DWT). Transform domain technique demands perfect reconstruction in spatial domain information but 
there is no such step involved in spatial domain techniques. In contrast, wavelet and other transform domain 
techniques removes artefacts, distortions in fused image which is main drawback of spatial domain technique. 
The new approach to get optimum result is to combine two techniques. E.g. combination of wavelet and 
curvelet transform improves the results [13]. 
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